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Abstract 

· This website has been established in order to achieve its aims. This site 
enables both users, the student and the teacher, to build their personal 

web page and modify their personal data. In addition, it allows an easy 
and comfortable student-teacher communications- 
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1.1 Introduction 

Over the past decades there has been a huge revolution for computer based education, where the 

usage of computer in the field of education in Palestine is still in its beginnings, on the other 
hand, the need for using the computer in education is increasing day by day. 

First, the computer was used in a narrow scale for writing papers and completing home works. 
Then, the use of the internet aided researchers in obtaining the information needed for carrying 

out their studies,. Finally, the concept_ of e-learning, which provides education content to the 
learner in a good and effective way, emerged in college learning. 

The advantage of this type of education it saves time, effort and expenses. In addition, learning 
through the computer improves the quality of the university learning through providing an 

attractive learning environment that does not depend on place or time. 

1.2 Study problem 

Use of the Internet and websites is important in all areas, because it saves time and effort, 
especially in the educational institutions and universities. Currently, university websites are the 
only source to provide information to the existing students enrolled in the various courses. Yet it 

is a one way communication as students can't interact with the websites but only get relevant 

information from them. This problem is the result of the university weakness in applying 

students relationship management system. 

1.3 Study objectives 

1. Create specialized website on internet for student's services. 

2. Create an environment, through which teachers and students can communicate. 

3. Assist students in research through the exchange of files. 

4. User's ability to access their personal information and control it. 

5. user's ability to add ads and links on site. 
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1.4 Study importance 

The importance of our project comes from two integrated aspects: 

Student side: 

1. Improves student services. 

2. Increases personalized service or one to one service. 
3. Responds to student's needs. 

4. Multichannel integration. 

5. Improves student's knowledge. 
University side: 
1. Increases university management interactions, and provides complete information for 

communicating with students (name, role, telephone number, etc.) 

2. Easier communication with customers, through the use of a variety of social media. 

1.5 The study scope: 

Hebron- Palestine Polytechnic University. 

1.6 limitations of study: 
1. This study is applied Just in Palestine Polytechnic University. 

2. We must finish this study in 8 months. 
3. The inability of financial resources to start the project. 
4. the difficulty of changing the idea of er-eating a site to students relationship management 

1. 7 Methodology 

The team will follow in the analysis and development of this system one of the methods used in 

software engineering, and this method called (SDLC), which begins from the system planning 

and then analyzing the requirements and then design the system, and the development and 

operation of the system and then check the system and this way ends with the application and 

maintenance of the system. The data related to this system collected through previous studies and 

the interviews with persons with direct relevance to improve the system. 
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1.8 Project plan 

In this section will show time using to improve the university website: 

Table (1.1) show the time schedule for all steps the website improving 

Activities Description Weeks 

Activity 1 introduction 4 

Activity 2 Literature review 4 

Activity 3 Description of the system 6 
gw a o 

requirement 

Activity 4 System design 4 

Activity 5 System implementation 4 

e lo - 

Activity 6 System testing 2 

Activity 7 System maintenance 4 
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1.9 Gant Chart 

Weeks/activity 

Introduction 

Literature 

review 

Description of 

system 

requirement 

System design 

System 

implementation 

System testing 

System 

maintenance 

System 

documentation 

4 6 8 10 12 
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Chapter 2 

System analysis 

• Introduction 

• literature review 

• Interviews 

o The definition of new system 

• Feasibility study 

o Risks 

• Constraints 
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2.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we will review some of the previous studies that are relevant to the project. 

Clarification of the new system will follow. Afterwards, the feasibility study of the project, 

sources to be used and the costs required to develop and operate the project will be determined. 

Finally, constraints and risks that could be facing the project as well as possible solutions to them 

will be identified. 

2.2 literature review 

Relationship Management in Higher Education Information Technology 

Conant,R. 2003), center for applied research, research bulletin, 13 (2003): pp.1-12 

Higher education information technology (IT) service departments face significant challenges to 

traditional models of providing service to their constituents. Increasingly, these departments are 

pressured by a combination of internal institutional changes and marketplace developments. IT 

groups that serve academic institutions also confront a broad range of policy issues and 

legislative mandates, such as managing the privacy and security of data, accessing and protecting 
intellectual property, maximizing enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems, managing the 

increasing cost of technology, developing new fonding strategies and structures, and helping 

faculty leverage technology in their teaching and research. 

Relationship management is a holistic, integrated, enterprise-wide approach to managing 

customer relationships over time. Often, it necessitates a dramatic shift in IT management. The 

most common criticisms of IT : 

1. Lack of responsiveness to academic and business needs Ineffective use of IT resources. 

2. Inability to effectively and quickly deploy new technology. 

3. System silos organized around business units and technology. 

4. Poor communications between IT and its institutional constituents faculty, administera - 

tors, and students. 

Therefore, the nature of relationship management in IT today and its relevance in the higher 
education environment provides a framework for understanding how its successful execution 
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can dramatically improve the way clients experience IT. A :lati shi; it strat . relations) ip-management st ategy 

helps align IT resources with customer requirements and it can help alleviate the common 

criticisms ofIT. 

Relationship management can be a key strategy for dealing with several challenges unique to 

the academy, strong emphasis on consensus building, funding . Significant changes in the 

expectations of incoming students also contribute to the relevance of a relationship- 

management strategy. 

Researchers indicate that 60-70 percent of large companies have created roles for relationship 

managers, up from 50 percent in 1997. 

Customer Relationship Management: 

A Vision for Higher Education 
Grant, G. ,Anderson, G. 2002, web portals and higher education technologies to make IT 

personal: pp. 22-32. 
The best organization in the world 'Nill be ineffective if the focus on 'customers' is lost. First and 

foremost is the treatment of individual students, alumni, parents, friends, and each other (internal 
customers) .The focus is currently shifting from improving internal operations to concentrating 
more on customers. Higher education customers are demanding more attention and immediate 
service-that is, Internet time." Proactive institutions are now adjusting their practices by 

refocusing their efforts externally. 
Organizations realized that building the in-house technology necessary to achieve these goals 
was expensive, difficult, and time-consuming. Therefore eliminate the organizational stovepipes 

that hamper proactive customer interaction. CRM applications are also designed to increase the 

effectiveness of staff members who interact with customers or prospects. The use of CRM 

applications can lead to improved customer responsiveness. 
CRM is both a business strategy and a set of discrete software tools and technologies, with the 
goal of reducing costs, increasing revenue, identifying new opportunities and channels for 
expansion, and improving customer value, satisfaction, profitability, and retention. Within the 

higher education enterprise, much of new functionality will be focused in the student area. This 

exciting new level of student-related functionality and performance will have an impact on 
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students as well as on the administrative staff and management, the faculty, and the institution as 
a whole. 

This paper discussed a survey of295 companies: 

• Up to 42 percent increase in revenue. 

• Up to 35 percent decrease in cost of sales. 

• Up to 80 percent decrease in order errors. 

• Up to 25 percent reduction in the length of sales cycle. 

• Up to 2 percent increase in margins. 
• Up to 20 percent increase in customer satisfaction ratings. 
The researchers result is notion of effective customer information management as a productivity 
issue is being replaced by the need for effective customer management as a competitiye 

advantage. Tomorrow's systems will go far beyond productivity-related features (such as Web 
le 

based student registration) to the development of customer information as a strategic advantage. 
The concept of students, alumni, faculty members, and staff members as "customers" will 

become a competitive imperative with profound impact on how colleges and universities attract, 

retain, and serve customers of all types. 

Personalization Offers a New Vision for Relationship Management 

Engelbert, N.2012), OVUM WHITEPAPER: PP.1-13. 
This paper shows higher education industry is on the cusp of rapid and profound change. 
Powerful forces are calling into question higher education's business model and raising new 

expectations for the quality and efficiency of service delivery. 
Colleges and universities that focus on getting the basics right, such as delivering quality 

services and cultivating long-term relationships with their students, will emerge from this 

challenging period for higher education stronger and better positioned for the future. However, 

institutions must take, without the luxury of added resources, a far more personal and proactive 

approach to managing student relationships than traditionally has been done in the past. 

Institutions that fail to effectively navigate these changes are liable to find it increasingly 

difficult to thrive or even maintain their status. Therefore ,refocus on basics such as delivering 
I . hi .th/ h • quality services and cultivating long-term re ations ps wit t eir customers. 
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The ability to control the branding of the university in a more strategic and consistent way has 

delivered results. At the most basic level there has been a 1201 · · th b f 1 · d /o increase in ae numlver o1 appie 

to-admitted. students. 

The researchers result is the road ahead will be difficult for higher education. Demographic 

changes, globalization, and a rapidly evolving and increasingly influential consumer market will 

have a dramatic impact on colleges and universities. The impact will be particularly acute for 
those institutions in more competitive markets for student recruitment and with fewer resources 

for new programs and financial aid . With the caveat that over time the usage of channels should 

be coordinated according to the goals of the overarching campaign and communications strategy 
in order to realize improved effectiveness and efficiency outcomes. 
Impact of CRM in Mechanizing University's 
Productivity 

Process 9 Business and 

Kumar, M., 2010 ), Global Journal of Enterprise Information System, 2(2): pp.43-48 

This paper provides an insight to the application of CRM to automate the university processes to - ·- -- ~ . . 

enable them better manage their existing resources. Lack of focus on customers is a major cause 

for the failure of the organization, Higher education customers are demanding more attention and 

immediate service that is Internet time. 

Currently universities websites are the only source to provide the information to the existing 

students enrolled in the various courses, announcements, but it is a one way c01mnunication as.. 
students can"t interact with the websites but only get relevant information from them. Also, if 
you look into the "Contact Us" section of most of the universities they just provide contact 

details of the University departments and don't have any separate units to resolve the students 

concerns on daily basis. 

Distance education is also a challenging. vertical for the universities where they need to do a lot 

to grab the students from the open market. Also to retain them for future courses would also be a 

challenge in this competitive market. This can be done by proving them top level support using 

the CRM operations. Therefore ,this paper attempts to optimize operations by automating routine 
tasks and standardizing best practices to improve the day to day activities and of course the 

students/management satisfaction level. It will also enable authorities to make faster decisions 
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through enhanced tracking of course enrolments and will give the ability to plan for new 
opportunities. 

In the modern era universities are treating their students as "eCustomers", that is why it has 

become the basic need of every university/ institute to improve its workflow systems by 

providing better support and strengthen customer support to it is internal and external day to day 
operations. Improved workflow would enable any organization to better connect with its 
students, deepen its understanding of participant· profiles, and provide support for effective 
marketing and management campaigns. It is also necessary to make the system as open as 
possible to its users to avoid possible discrepancies and also promote resource sharing among the 

internal users. 

IT support has become a critical issue for universities, which are offering a greater range of 

computing resources to students and faculty members , there are many approaches in market 
- 

today, we believe there are seven main strategies that any university can employ to survive and 
improve student loyalty like: 

1. Implement Ticket System for solving day to day issues 

2. Automated Email routing /Case creation via mail 

- 
3. Phone call routing 

4. Chat 

5.SMS Text messages 

6. IT help Desk 

Every university maintains its information through its internal web site . CRM can be also be 

targeted University's and the knowledgebase . 

T. h·e · h hed to enhance the value and effectiveness of their existing customer researc~ ers reac 
relationships, while attracting new and loyal customers. As institutions begin embracing e 

bus. " d 1 · · th riving forces behind CRt.\tI wili become even stronger. 1ness an e-earning, aear + 
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Systems will go far beyond productivity related features such as Web-based student registration 

to the development of customer informaf · · ion as a strategic advantage. The concept of students, 

alumni, faculty members, and staff members as "customers" will become a competitive 

imperative with profound impact on how colleges and universities attract, retain, and serve 

customers of all types . 

2.3 Interviews 

.In the hunt for the previous studies on topics related to the subject of your search to the research 
team, composed and clear picture and sufficient help us in building a system for CRM , The 
research team did several interviews with specialists and these interviews: 

• Interview with the teachers. 

• Interview with the students. 

Interview with teachers 

Ql: How would you like to interact with the students through the University website? 

I am currently interacting with students using my personal university email, also they can send 

me messages using the university E-learning & I can respond to it, I can also upload some 

necessary files, like· slides and other audio/video materials for students. 

Q2: what are services you provided to students through the University website? 

The assignment process also through the E-learning website is good, I did write or upload an  

assignment where students solve & upload it to the website again I did mark it & write any notes 

on student performance. 

Interview with students 

Q 1: what are the services that you prefer to find in the University website? 

E-learning website that I use it to follow the instructor at home. 

Q2: through what means, other than the website, would you prefer the university to communicate 

with you? 
12 



By SMS and website email. Connect students online throw PPU. 

Q3: In what way you prefer the site to be student specialized? 

By adding some icons to choose the language and - the theme color of website and the 
information that will appear in website related to the major of the students. 

2.4 Definition of the new system 
CRM is the core business strategy that integrates internal processes and functions, and external 

AA la 

networks, to create and deliver value to targeted customers at a profit, and it puts more 
importance on customer-focused behaviors. implementing CRM applications is one of the 
important tools that wili help managers and companies to increase the satisfaction and loyalty of 

customers more than before. 
The new system is an implementation of customer relationship management on the University 
through the-establishment of an integrated database from which to accomplish all the work and - . - . . .... 

preview-the performance efficiency of the staff. work and maintain good relationship with the 
client and the performance of the department as. a whole, and the establishment of site to focus 
more on-customers through personalization and dealing with each customer individually. 

. . . . . - - 

Source: Drive .1, 2012), The Future of CRM, : pp. 1-6. 

2.5 Determinants of the system- 
. . .... 

The new system suffers froi:n some limitations, which can be used as incentives for research. 

1. Databa,se is accessible oniy by the system administrator. 

2. Languages used are ( PHP). 
3. The system must be used by the internet and opened through a web explorer. 

4. The system must be finished in 8 months. 
5. social challenges: the student- that is resistant to modem systems, so must the student 

awareness of the importance of these systems to increase the interaction between students 

and teachers . 
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2.6 Feasibility study- 

Human resources budget: 

The· following table specifies-the number of dev 

their overall cost per month. 

Table (2.1) Human resources budget 

Human resources Quantity Cos 

hou 

System developer 1 

System designer 1 20$ 

. System 

programmer 

2 . 40$ 

Total: Overall cost* number of rnonths=16O0* 

-Physical budget: 

The following table specifies the needed physi 

Table (2.2) Physical budget 

Item Quantity Sp 

Desktop 

computer 

1 D 

ran 

w 
Removable 

desk 

3 4G 

1 C 
}], ' yj 

Server 

Printer 

B 
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C I [8G 24cFU c Overall cost . I 050$ 

Source (Dawliah computer co, Hebron-Palestine, 8-5-2013) 

.Software budget: 

The following table specifies the needed software components and their cost. 

Table (2.3) Software Budget 

Program Cost 

Microsoft windows 7 ultimate 175$ - . 

Microsoft visual studio.net 2008 Available 

SQL server 2008 100$ 

Microsoft office 2010 145$ 

adobe flash CS5 Available 

Dreamweaver CS6 Available .. 

Overall cost 420$ 

Source (Dawliah computer co, Hebron-Palestine, 8-5-2013) 

-Overall cost 

The following table summarizes the overall cost for the project. 

Table (2.4) Overall cost 

Human resource Physical resource Software 

cost cost resource cost 

800$ 1050$ 570$ 

Overall cost 

2520$ 

15 
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2.7 Risks 

During the planning process, certain risks that are likel t h d y o occur, ave appeare . Such risks 

should be avoided during the construction and development of the system. An account of these 

risks and the means for avoiding them follows: 

2.7.1 System risks 

1. The problem of breaking connections between the parties because of electricity deficiency or 

net weakness. 

2. The problem of users' availability of internet access. 

2.7.2 Working Team risks: 

1. Delay in submitting the system. 

2. Lack of some requisites; materialistic capabilities and certain appliances for building the 

system. 

3. Change or increase in requirements during building and developing the system. 

4. Present students' resistance to change. 

2.7.3 Proposed Solutions: 

1. Using the UPS as an alternative source of energy. 

2. Good planning of all the phases of constructing the system. Also, distribution of roles among 

the team members in order to hand in the project on time. 

3. Studying thoroughly the systems' requirements and conducting interviews before starting to 

build it. 

4. Informing the students with the importance of the new system. 
o 

16 
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2.8 Constraints 

The limitations that should be taken into consideration during developing the process include: 

1. Working within the limited budget. 

2. Constructing the system within the limited time. 

3. The system should have the ability to develop and to be adjusted. 

17 
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• System requirement 

% Validation 
e Use case 
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3.1 Introduction 

This chapter introduces the systems' requirements and analyzes th b · t d 1 d e asic steps to tevelop an 

complete it. Functional and non-functional requirement will be discussed. In addition, this 

chapter will contain a use case. 

3.2 System requirement 

This system includes a set of requirements divided into functional and non-functional 

requirements which will be clarified as follows: 

3.2.1 Functional system requirements: 

Functional requirements Collected based on literature review and interviews 

Functional requirement for users (student, teacher}: 

1. Profile: 
Which include personal information , customization, add picture ,change password , 

change mobile and change e-mail . 

Personal information: 

Describe personal information which include :(name, birth date, major, type, user page 

on facebook) 

customization 

D 
·b t · +; which 1·nclude ·(current theme ,current language, font style, font 

escril ·e customization ' 

size) 

_Add picture 

_Change password 

Describe change password which include: ( old password, new password, confirm new 

password) 

19 



_change mobile 

Describe change mobile which include :(stud t + lent name,your current mobile number ) 

_change e-mail 

Describe change e-mail which include :(current address, e-mail address) 

2. Communication Management 

Which include inbox, new massage, sent massage and draft. 

Inbox 
Describe inbox which include :(download file ,send, from, subject ,received ,delete ) 

_New massage 

Describe new massage which include :(To ,subject, enter text) 

_sent massages 

Describe sent massage which include :(to, subject, sent date, delete) 

draft 

User can save message as a draft to be completed and sent at a later time. 

3. Advertisement management: 

Describe advertising management which include :(add, my advertisement) 

4. Links 

Describe links which include : (PPU, e-library, e-registration, e-learning, facebook/ppu, 

and so forth ) 

Functional requirement for administrator : 

1. Site update 
which include add users and delete users : 

add 

20 
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Describe add which include: (add stude t dd h n , a teac er) 

delete 

Describe delete which include • (delete stude t d 1 t 1 · nt, lelete teacher ) 

2. Sent Advertise 

When user post advertise, the post sent to the administrator and he can accept, or edit or 
reject the post: (accept, edit ,reject ) 

3,2.2 Description of the system functional requirements: 

3.3.1 Functional requirements for users 

Description of profile 

Requirement name: Profile. 

General description: Show. profile and edit personal 

customization, add picture , password, mobile and e-mail . 

information, 

Input: personal information like(first name, last name ,user page on 

facebook) . customization like:(current theme ,current language). Change 

password: (old password, new password, confirm new password ). Change 

mobile: (student name ,your current mobile number ). Change e-mail: (current 

address, e-mail address ) 

Previous conditions: 
Enter correct login username, password and security code and the user is 

member on site. 

Output: 

Profile update. 

Table 3.1Description of profile 
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Description of Communication Management 

Requirement name: Communication Management · 
General description: Possibility to manage. communications between users 

and between users and administrator. 

Input: download file, send, from, subject, received, delete, to, enter text 

Previous conditions: 

Enter correct login username and password and security code and the user is 

member on site. 

Output: 

Communication between users. 
Table 3.2 Description of Communication Management 

Description of Advertisement management. 

Requirement name: Advertisement management. 

General description: Ability to add advertisement by users and ability to edit 

advertisement from system administrator and accept or reject advertise. 

Input: add, edit, delete. 

Previous conditions: 
Enter correct login information like username, password and security code, 

and the user is member. 

Output: 
Add advertisement by users. 

Table3.3 Description of Advertisement management. 
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Description of Links. 

Requirement name: Links. 
General des · ti crp! ion: user can go to important websites from this icon. 

Input· PPU library · tr · . ' , e-regis . atlon, e-leaming, facebook/ppu, and so forth 

Previous conditions: 

The user is member on site. 

Output: 

Go to important links. 

Table3.4 Description of Links. 

3.3.2 Functional requirements for administrator 

Description of site update 

Requirement name: Site update. 
General description : administrator can edit website through add or delete. 

Input: add and delete users. 

Previous conditions: 
Enter correct login information's like username, password and security code. 

i--~------·--------------------------l 
Output: 
Updated website every time. 

Table 3.5 Description of site update 
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Description of Sent Advertise 

Requirement name: Sent Advertise. 

General description: Wh . . • en users add advertise the administrator can accept 
or edit or reject the advertisements. 
Input: accept, edit, reject. 

Previous conditions: 

Enter correct login inforrnation's like username, password and security code. 

Output: 

Post advertisements by users and administrator. 

Table 3.6 Description of Sent Advertise 

3.3 Nonfunctional system requirements: 

Requirements effects on the basic services provided by the system but not directly related it. And 
the quality of the system is measured the extent of its conformity with these functions as follows: 

0 Ease of use 
The system's front page (interface) should be organized, simple to use and comfortable to 

the sight. In addition, the user should be able to log in and be familiar with all the allowed 

sections easily. In case of being confronted with any problem, a guidance message 

appears. 
• Integration of the system: the possibility of the system reaches other existing systems 

such as Facebook and E-mail. 

• 

• 

Coordination and harmony 
The form, color, photos and buttons of the system should be in coordination. The files 

should be in the same place, at the top, in all pages and the photos should be at the right 

comer. The colors will also be comfortable to the sight. 

Speed and competence: 
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• 

The speed of performing the various operations should be high, so the time for the 

system's response for any operation should not exceed five seconds. 

Security and authority: 

There must be a protection system against any outside effects In additi: vh : " cs. ac 11tion, no one, wno 

is not liable, is allowed to log in and interfere with the database. There will be a user's 

account and limited liabilities for every user, a teacher or a student, on the website. The 

user is able to log in through entering a user's name, a password and a protection number. 

o Interaction: the possibility of working with its surrounding systems and interact with 

them . 

3.4 Test Plan 
The process of testing system of the most important stages throughout the development of 

the system, as is the importance of checking system to verify the reliability of each-unit, and 

each part of the system so as to make sure that it' achieves the specifications and 

requirements, and this process include: 

1. system's form testing. 
During this phase, our team has tested all the models of the system. Every operation Was 

tested separately to make sure it operates accurately. 

2. Sub_system testing. 
During this phase, subdivisions of the system, which will be joined later, have been 
tested. Afterwards, it has been noticed that all subdivisions of the system work with no 

mistakes. 

3. System's integrity testing . 
After testing all the subdivisions separately, they integrated together. Then, they 

. • ak th t the whole system works according to expectations. 
tested in order to m e sure a " 

are 

4. System's acceptability testing • 
· t· it with a group of users to see if it achieves the exact 

This is done through expenmen mg • 

hi h h 
been described in the requirements of the system 

needs of the system w c as 
the subdivisions of the system are tested to make 

description document. Furthermore, 

sure that they work together. 

5. Stress testing. 
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is a form of deliberately intense or thorough testing used to determine the stability of a 
given system or entity and to test stable operation of a part or system outside standard 
usage. 

6. performance testing. 
is in general testing performed to determine how a system performs in terms of 
responsiveness and stability under a particular workload. It_can also serve to investigate, 
measure, validate or verify other quality attributes of the system, such as scalability, 
reliability and resource usage. 
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35 Use case 

A use case is used in system analysis to identify, clarify, and organize system requirements. It 
consists of a group of elements that can be used together in a way that will have an effect larger 
than the sum of the separate elements combined. The use case contain all system activities that 
have significance to the users. 

Jsers 

base 

inistrator 

figure 1: use case of the system 
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Chapter 4 

System design 

o Introduction 
o Designing the system's inputs and output 
• Database Dictionary 

e database design 

o process design 

• navigation chart 
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4.1 Introduction: 

In this chapter, the. structure of the data that explains the process of the activities in the system is 

displayed. In addition, a database is designed and structured alongside with all the tables and 

fields it contain. Besides, the system's primary input and output windows are designed. Finally, 

the testing criteria and the examination plan are portrayed. 

4.2 Designing the system's inputs and output 

This section contains the user's interfaces, the presence of which is very important in developing 

any system that manages the relationship between the user and the system, especially when the 

system has a large number of users. This system has two groups of users; the person in charge of 

the system ( administrator ) and the user( a student or a teacher ). 

4.2.1 The login page. (For both the user and the administrator.) 

· SRMinhighereducationcasePU s ; · .- ·,, ,. · ,. · 
· srudent ;cbtionsh,p =semen! Pal~stine polJ.1cchnic unl\'ctSil) , •. • . ' . • 

,._. . : . .. . ... . . 
• • • • ~ t ~ •: • ,~ ";- ., : • 

1 

• ••• • • "' Sl(!Jl U , • • : , .. - 

home . mcm~ • -~~ · ·._=h_ •. •• I<>~ • • .,· • 

r 
·1 
; 
·i 
1
; ~:•,c•; ;:.,D.:•, __ .' ·•----···----··•-··-·•··· --·- -.----- ------ j 

- --- -···- -- • -- --- .. - ·- --------·-- - _I ! ""'L''''''''.'' i .-;-\, -- - --------··----· .. 
l ------- - J 
{ .-- T-. to l :.~--:..~--~ - -· ·--~:: '··- ····-··· _ .... --.:.." j 

1 J _ 
----=,,,a,llail 

d d security number, then clicking the login icon, the 
After entering the user's name, password an . . . . 
. . . . t the user can log in, but If the information 1s 
information is verified. If the information 1s correc ' 

. t information appears. not correct, a message with the incorrect 1 
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Table 4.1 description of login page 

Data item Type Size Constraints 

User name Varchar 32 

Password Varchar 32 >8 digit 

~Security code Varchar 3 

4.2.2 Create an account page. 

7 SI finhighereducationcasePPU-{ · ·r· · 
· student relationship management _Palestine polytechnic uni".ersity . · . 

. hpm<; ·. members stuff· search · login sign up · • 

... -····- ·: I 
•-•-' 

~~~! !?!::~----·-··---·· -- --·· -- ...... ----- .. - 
i_, . -·- -·--- - -------- --------· ------------ j 

j birth&di&--------,--, 
! mwad/yyy.. A¥ ±-= i 

; 

~nobde -·-----·- ----····- -·- 
' 

~, ... ndt"r -----------~-----;_! (in~l~----·_ ....... ......:~- --- _ _.,.- . 
. -------· -- . -· . --~-! 

sign UP ...•. ·..' ; .. 
i 
t • -- ·- · ..•. 
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The user fills in the required information and clicks the , . , . . s1gnup icon. The information is sent to 
the control panel and a page that shows that appears. 

Table 4.2 description of sign up page 

- Type 
Jo 

Data item Size Constraints 

User name Varchar 32 

First name Varchar 64 
.. 

Last name Varchar 64 

Birthdate Date Day/month/year 
le 

- loo WINNI!NAJI AA»Jg 

.. .. ~ , - .. -- - -· 

. College_ Varchar - . 24 - lei - 
- .. - 

··- .. 

facebook __page Text 100 User account on facebook 

Password. Varchar 32 >8 digit 

Mobile Varchar 10 Format: 05:XX-XXX-XXX - 
Format: user@ppu.edu if user 

is teacher - 

Email Varchar 64 user@student.ppu.edu if user is 

student 

Gender Varchar 6 Male, female 

4.2.3 User's Personal information page 
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The user fills in the required infonnation and clicks the , . , . . . s1gn up 1con. The mformation is sent to 
the control panel and a page that shows that appears. 

Table 4.2 description of sign up page 

- Type 
lo 

Data item Size Constraints 

User name Varchar 32 
le 

First name Varchar 64 
- 

Last name Varchar 64 - 

Birthdate Date Day/month/year - ff!WW!WWW!NMlee 

-- Ao, l ---- - - - -· - 
--- - . 

College_ Varchar - . 24 all 
ooo , - 
··-· ·- 

facebook _page Text 100 User account on facebook 

Password Varchar 32 >8 digit 

Mobile Varchar 10 Format: 05:XX-XXX-XXX 
-- 

Format: user@ppu.edu if user 

is teacher 
Email Varchar 64 user@student.ppu.edu if user is 

student 

Gender Varchar 6 Male, female 

4.2.3 User's Personal information page 
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. . ....... l . . . 
[ personal information 

.1 

" '. "fj-- 
,.~R' • 
h-: ~ 
·•. 

·,,\_ 

[Mai Menu 
} a l Prorne _ 
l • • • 

1 commumcation 
i management _ 
labos 
!new passage 1'" .._\• .. ~~...... ~ ...... 

~~

-.,:, .. 1~1'\ ";, ,, ! lll ["e.A ? 

{ 

The user's personal information, which was filled in when the account was created, .is displayed 

on this page. An icon appears which allows the user to adjust the information. 

Table 4.3 description· of personal information page· 

Data item . Type 
- . · Size Constraints 

-· .. 

User nru.ne Varchar 32 ·•· 

Birthdate .. Date 
DayLmonth/year -- 

College Varchar 24 

Mobile Number 10 Format: 05:XX-XXX-XXX 
- - 

-· 

Format: user@ppu.edu if user 

-· .. 
is teacher 

Email Text 64 user@student.ppu.edu if user is 

student 

~ - 

- 

4.2.4 Customization page 
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~ 
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l 
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! 
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f 

The user is able to change the theme, language and writing style and which is saved in the 

control panel and is displayed when signing up the next time. 

Table 4.4 description of customization page 

Data item Type Size Constraints 

current theme Varchar 10 
.. 

current_language Varchar 7 

font_type Varchar 20 

font_size Number 2 

4.2.5 Adding a User's photo page 
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Clll . • ... 
Y er y an 

The user clicks adding a personal photo to choose and download one. 

I 

l 
t 

\ 
I 

Table 4-.5 description of adding photo page 

Data item Type Size Constraints 

- 
Picture Varchar- 64· - 

4.2.6 Password change page 
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1 { change password 
1 
~ 
1 ., 
l 
) 

.J 
ij 
'1 
1 
i 
" ~ 
3 
{ 
$ 
:! 
'I ~ 
ij 

i 
{ 
f ,. ~ 
l ,. 
j 
:t 
} 
3 
4 
i 
1 
ii ; 
. i 

! 
l 
'I 
•! 

-~ 
3 ! NOTE: an autoniatic lo2out \Vill be held if wron~ oid J . ,., .. - '-' 
2 ,;; 

! 

. . ··-- -·-----··· ··-·1 ______________ .:.._.........:.._ . ~ 

r-···----·--- ·- l c_h_an_g_e _jl 

7 cancel 

pass\vord is entered 

The user is able to enter a new password by clicking password change icon. A message that 
verifies the change appears if the password matches the good password conditions. _. ,- . _ _ __ 

Table 4.6 desc:dption of change password page 

- 
Data item~ Type Size Constraints 

~ 

Old Password Varchar 32 >8 digits 

~ 

New password Varchar 32 >8 digit 0 

-- - 
Confinn password Varchar 32 >8 digit 

'--- 
- - 
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4.2.7 mobile number change page 

a 

\

fi change mobile f: 
t 

' 
~ ~ r 

I ~ 
~ ~ 
i f 

\l ' 
' t I f 
1 ni:::2""1 t· { tkr3 } i p 

I new mobile number t ·, --~----------------, i· 
1 i :. 

I l. ; l ------·-·------------·--·-------------------- ~ 1 I ! l l l..____ change t l _j ~ 

! I 
j cancel t 
I t 
I ~ 
' Ee®v I 

The user fills in the new phone number by clicking the icon. A message that verifies the.change 

appears accordingly. 

Table 4.7 description of mobile number change page 
-- 
Data item Type. Size Constraints 

Mobile Varchar - 10 - Format: 05:XX-XXX-XXX 

~ 
-- 

4.2.8 Email change page 
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The user enters the new email and click the change icon. A message that verifies the change 

@ppears accordingly. 

_Table 4.8 description of change email page 

- 
Data item Type Size Constraints 

- 
Current email Varchar 64 - 
New email Varchar 64 
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--- Varchar 
subject 128 

- Text 1-000 Tex! .. .. - - . - - 

- Varchar - 
File '128 .. -~- - .- .. 

- 

4,2.11 Sent messages page 

[select ah [unsiact st] [delete silictaa] [irark zs read] 
i: 

Mere.] 

\ 
eee J 

This page displays the sent messages with each message date. It enabies the user to select or un 

select all messages by clicking on. select all icon or unselect all icon and delete the messages by 

clicking the delete icon. 

Table 4.11 description of sent messages-page 
goo 

Data item 
--- . s 

is Constraints 
Type Size 

.......__ 

Sent message subject 
.. - al® - 

Varchar 128 -- Sent date Timestamp -- 
4.2.12 a f ra t messages page 
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This page displays the draft messages with each message date. It enables the user to select or 

unselect all messages by clicking on select all icon or unselect all icon and delete the messages 

by clicking the delete icon. 

Table 4.12 deseription of draft messages page 

Data item Type Size Constraints 

Saved message subject Varchar 128 - 

Save date Timestamp 

4.2.13 adding advertise page 
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,. 
Mia Menu {f 

n 
3¢ 

Profile 

communication management 

~--- ... - ·-- ---, 
' · add I I.•--•··------·-·---- - •-·---·--•-·--··-·· _, __! 

Enables the user to add advertise-by typing advertise text and click on Add button. 

Table 4.13 description of adding advertise page 

Data item Type Size - Constraints 
- - 

Subject Varchar 128 
.. 

.. 

Text Text 1000 
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4 S
er advertisements page 

4.2.1 u 

4 2Fr@??@sl7 
j !.',[:tin Menn f 
eohite ] 

! 
communication rnauagemE-ilt i 

i 

This page displays the advertisements adding by user with status of each advertise. It enables the 

user to select or unselect all advertisements by clicking on select all icon or unselect all icon and 

delete the advertisements by clicking the delete icon. 

Table 4.14 description of user advertisements page 

- 
Data item Type Size Constraints 

Type Varchar 9 Active, not active 

Publish date Timestamp 

4.2.15 adding link page 
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l 
the user to add links by typing link title and URL d I; k aablS' and ctck on Add button. 

I 4 15 description of adding links page 
[able ' 

pata item 
Type Size Constraints - 

Title 
Varchar 32 

- Varchar 32 
Link 
- 
4.3 Database Dictionary 

This section contains the process of designing a database following the basis of the previously 

identified requirement for the development of this system. Thus, this section explains all the 

database requirements through the database tables. 

4.3.1 Database Requirements 

ADVERTISING 

Advertise_number, usemame,Advertising_title, A.dvertising_text, 

Advertising_type,Advertising_publish,Advertising_adding_date 

COLLEGE 

collegeid ' collegename 

MESS A GE 

Messagenumber, username, Msgfrom, Msgto, subject, text, file, type,Sent_date 

User F ebook _page, picture,password, 
rncUne, firstname, lastname,birthdate,college,type, ac 

mobil,  c;e-mail, gender 

LINKS 

l' 
"snumber, userame, title, linksurl 
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Description of tables 

4.3. 

Table nan€ 
Occupation 

dvertisin g Contains information about ads 

College Contains infonnation about the majors in 

- 
· the university 

: 

Message Contains information about the messages 

Users Contains information about the user data. 
- . 

Links Contains information about the links 

Table ( 4.16) Description of database tables 

Advertisement: This section contains advertisement information. 

College: This section has information about the different fields in the college. 

Messages: This section has information about messaging. 

Users: This section has the users' personal information. 

Links· Thi · d · s section has links the users ad . 

4·3·2·1 Advertising Table 

Advertisenumber: It is a number given to an advertisement when written. 

Dsemam . - • · f registration e. It is a name given to a user at the time o r o· · 

Adverti · • t which has 128 digits. 
smng-title: this field has the title of the advertisemel, 

Adver;:- c» it ising-text: This field has the text of the advertisemen · 

Advery:. s,(ctiv :or not active) 
'Sing-type: this field has the type of advertise ( act1v© 

4.4 



,yertising_publish: This field has the advertisement publishing. 

d 
..t1sing adding_date: this field has the date of adding th d . dv© - 1e advertisement. 

43.2.2 college table 

caollegeid : This field has the college number. 

collegename: this field has the college name that consists of 64 digits. 

4,3.2.3 Messages tables 

Messagenumber: This field has the given message number. 

Username: It is a name given to a user at the time of registration. 

Msgfrom: This field contains the sender's number. 

Msgto: This field has the recipient number. 

Subject: This field has the subject of the message, which contains 128 digits. 

Text: This section has the text of the message. 

File: This field has the downloaded messages. 

type: this field has the message type ( read or unread ). 

S 
· · · thr gh the 

ent date: This field contains the date the message was sent. This date 18 given ou. · 

database. 

4·3·2·4 User's Table 
Use gh th s stem at the time of registration. 

mum ber: This is a number given to the user, tbrou e Y ' · 

tirstname: This section has the user's first name that consists of 64 digits. 

lastnarne· Thi th t nsists of 64 digits. · is section has the user's last name a co 
B; 
Iithdate: This section has the birth date of the user. 
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Advertising_publish: This field has the advertisement publishing. 

Advertising_adding_ date: this field has the date of ddi th . " ad ing ie advertisement. 

4,3.2.2 college table 

collegeid : This field has the college number. 

collegename: this field has the college name that consists of 64 digits. 

4,3.2.3 Messages tables 

Messagenumber: This field has the given message number. 

Username: It is a name given to a user at the time of registration. 

Msgfrom: This field contains the sender's number. 

Msgto: This field has the recipient number. 

Subject: This field has the subject of the message, which contains 128 digits. 

Text: This section has the text of the message. 

file: This field has the downloaded messages. 

type: this field has the message type ( read or unread ). 

Sent date: This field contains the date the message was sent. This date is given through the 

database. 

4,3.2.4 User's Table 
U thr gh the system at the time of registration. 
serum ber: This is a number given to the user, ou · ' · 

firstr: 3 fir that consists of 64 digits. 
s name: This section has the user s st name 

lastname: This section has the user's last name that consists of 64 digits. 

Birthdate: This section has the birth date of the user. 
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sllege: This section has the different fields in the college. 

ye: This section has the type of the user (teacher, student). 

iacebook_page: This field has the user's account in the facebook. 

>icture: This section enables the user to add a picture. 

assword: This section has the user's password that consists of 32 digits. 

Mobile: this section has the user's mobile number that consists of 1 o digits. 

E-mail: This field has the user's e-mail that consists of 64 digits. 

gender: This section contains the user's gender. 

4,3.2.5 links table 

linksnumber: This is a number given to the link: through the system. 

usemame: This section has the user's name that consists of 32 digits. 

linkstitle: This field has the title of the link, which contains 32 digits. 

Linksurl: This field has the URL of the link, which contains 64 digits. 

4.4 database design 

This section contains the process of designing a database following the basis of the previously 

identified requirement for the development of this system. Thus, this section from system design 

shows database tables and fields and relations arnong them. 

6.4.1 database tables 

·Advertising table 

r--...... 
Column Null Default 

Comments 
Type 

O 
Advert; < int(6) No 1sIngnumber 
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- varchar(32) No Usemnamc 

Gaver@ising_title varchar(l28) No 

advertising_text Text No 

advertising_ type int(l) No 

advertising_publish int(l) No 

advertising_adding_date Timestamp No CURRENT_ TIMESTAMP 

Indexes 

Keyname Type Unique Packed Column Cardinality Collation Null Comment 

PRIMARY BTREE Yes No advertisingnumber 3 A No 

Usersnumber BTREE No No Username 3 A No 

-College table 
-- 

Column Type Null Default Comments 

Collegeid int(l) No 
' 

collegename varchar( 64) No 

Indexes 

J Comment 
Keyname 

Cardinality Collation Null 
Type Unique Packed Column 

~ 
PRIMARY Collegeid 1 A No 

BTREE Yes No ..__ 
.ill 

47 
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.L,inks table 

--- Type Null Default Comments ColUJilll 

[aksnumber int(ll) No 

s 
- 

Username /varchar(32) No - 

- varchar(32) No Title 
- 

- - 
1inksurl varchar( 64) No 

1 

Indexes 

Keyname Type Unique Packed Column Cardinality Collation Null Comment 

PRIMARY BTREE Yes No linksnumbcr 0 A No - 

Usemame BTREE No No 0 
- A · No - - 

usemarne 

-Message table 
- 

Column. Type Null Default 
Comments .. 

~ 
a 

messagenumber int(6) No - .. 

le 

Usanae varchar(32) No 
- 

.. 

Msg from varchar(32) No -- 
Msgto varchar(32) No 
t-,._____ 

Subject varchar(128) No ....____ 
Text Text No 

----- File 
.... 

varchar(128) No ---- - 

e int(l) No 
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p5 [fies [No [Er isrw] ] C:d-at_e __ ..l, .___.._ ru_vJu- __J · 

[dexes 

-- Type Unique Packed Column Cardinality Collation Null 
Ale 

Keyname Comment 

FuMARY BTREE Yes· No Messagenumber 0 A No 

e BTREE No No Username 0 A No Userame 
e 

-· 

-Users table 

- 

Column Type Null Default . Comments 
g 

Usemame varchar(32) No lg - 

Firstname varchar( 64) No 

Lastname varchar(64) No 
. - 

Birthdate . Date No 

College int(l) No 

Type 
Jg -~ 

int(]) No· - .. 
~ 

facebook page Text No -- ~ 
Picture vai-char( 64) No 

.,. __ _,,__ 
- 
Password varchar(32) No 
...... 
Mobile varchar(i 0) No --- -- Email varchar( 64) No -- sa. 

---- Gender int(l) No 
- 

Indexes 
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- Type Unique Packed Column J{eynaroc Card_inality Collation Null Comment 
... -· 

[RIMAR Y BTREE Yes No usemame 5 A No 

- BTREE Yes No Email Email 5 A No 
- - Mobile BTREE Yes No Mobile 5 A No - - BTREE No No College College 2 A No 

- - lg 

4.4.2 UML 

UML ( unified modeling language ): is an industry standard modeling language with a rich. 

graphical notation, and comprehensive set of diagrams and clements. 

v' subjc<:: 

text 

\
"; :~ I 
sent_date ; 
ea au ' 

I 
I 

=a I j-6-8c4d2Cc30ihe.¢ ] 
'c., r, • i-1 j? colegeid ] 
' ' } cokegenome ] 

- 1 {EH.yyggr gr3 

e cctlegc ( f.K) 

.;;. facebook .. J>aga 

> picture 
> password 

» mobile 
",Jerr.ail 

r .. ::.::::,-· ... -- ':'°'-"~~- .. :-"-·-- ... ~--.--, • ::-- -.... 

']} advertising v ± :J {t usemame \ 

> advertising_title 

> advertising_text 

<> advo11ising_type 
l 
! v a-;1vcrtising_pubiish , 

aaraens ssra.se] ,:_--··••·---> ,,- .. ··--· ,, _ 

Figure ( 4.1 ) UML 
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4.5 process design 

Tis chapter explains in detail the flow of the data including the inputs, outputs and the basis for 
Al the requirements of the functions mentioned, through the designed process of the different 

- actions; 

4_5.1 log in: This design demon~trates the flow of the data for the administrator and the user's 
sign in. This can be done through entering the user's name~ password and security code.' ·· 

No 

l 
figure 4.l log in 
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5 2 Site update by administrator: The system's authority signs in and adds a new user or. 
4 .. 
deletes one through entering a user name. The adjustment is saved and stored in the database. 

-l 

-l 

. . - . . ' 

. - 

•• idieanae 

Ps e4.2) site update 1gut! t · 
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dd advertise: This design explains how the user can add an advertisement -Then,: the 53 a0_ 
. : 3tor examines whether the content and formulation of the advertisement conforms-- to--_ -- drounstra • . . - . .. 

a d·t·ons If approved the advertisement will be displayed. Otherwise, it will not. the con L1 . . . - . - - - . 

l 
No 

_f administrator check 

_ e advertise is it clear and 
. . itable m terms of 

. -- tcture and content 

:. {e (4.3) add advertise Figure ( • 
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: rsonal information by user: This design demonstrates the procedure of modifying 4 5.4 edtf pe . . 
· , ersonal data. When the user s1gns in, the stored personal data is displayed and the. he users p 
t es the adjustments, which is stored in the database. If the adjustment is not approved, 
~~ . . 

u 1 data page is displayed. {he persona . 

l 
No 

'S,5 
.> • 

' by user 1 • formatiOn .· d. ersona m . Figure (4.4 ) edit p 
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ization: This design shows the procedure of customization. The user adjusts the 45Custom,, 
4.. uch as font type and size, theme and language. When the user clicks :,fbrmation , S . 

ur 
O 

• . this page is displayed. Then after making the changes and saving them, they are tomizatto, 
cust be database. Thus, the new design appears the next time the page is visited. stored 1D t 

l 

No 

. • ( A " "\ customization · F1gme .,._.., 1 · 
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4,5.6 add picture: this design displays the procedure of adding a user's personal photo. When 
the user signs in and clicks adding a photo, the page is displayed and the user downloads a stored 

photo. The system checks the size of the photo. If the size is appropriate, the photo will be added. 

Otherwise, the adding photo page is displayed, with no changes. 

l 

l 

No 

Figure (4.6 ) add picture 
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4,5.7 chage password: this design explains the procedure of changing the password. The user --- - 

, ' ns in clicks the password change page, enters and confirms the new password. The system s1gl 
checks whether the password conforms to the conditions. For instance, the password must not be 

less than 8 digits. If approved, the password will be changed. Otherwise, the previous page is 

displayed. 

l 
I 

\ 
I 
I 

I 
I 

\ 
I 
\ 

I 
I 
I 

,-- administrator check if password ·"' J m,tchoood;tioru Iilcop,~,vonl 

_ \ must> ii digits 

' 

- . f4 7\ change password Figure • 
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4,5.8 change _mobile by system user: The user signs in the mobile number change page and 

t rs the new number. If this number is approved it will be stored in the database. If it is not en e» , 

Ved the previous mobile number change page is displayed. 
appro' 3 

l 
No 

l 

the administrator check if 

mobile number from domain 

Hke 059x-XXX-XXX 

..(4.8)change mobile Figure +. '° 
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5.9 change .email by system user: The user signs in the site and clicks the mobile change 4.., 

The window is displayed and the user enters the new email and clicks the change button. page. 

I it is stored in the database. The user then clicks the close button and returns to the previous Thus,'. 
change email page. 

l 

No 

1 es 

. (. 4 9 ) change e-mail Figure ·. 
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4,5.10 inbox: The user signs in, checks the inbox page and reads the messages. 

l 

l 

Figure ( 4.1 O) inbox 
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1 nd message: After signing in, the user clicks the sending a new message page, types the 4,5.1 se 
1 subiect, the receiver of the message and clicks the send icon. The system checks the text, the ·) 

If all the fields are filled in, the message is sent. Otherwise, the previous sending a message. 
essage page is displayed. new 11 

l 

l 

l 

J 

No 

the system check if all fields like 

b. t text ) are filled, if yes, (to, suoject, 

end this process, if no, system return 

to display send new message page 

J 
(4 I 1) send message figure · 
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4,5.12 sent message: After signing in, the user checks th e sent messages page and reads them.  ,..,:/. 
-4n, t 

Figure ( 4.12 ) sent messages 

4.5.13 drafts: After signing in, the user reads the saved messages by clicking drafts. 

Figure (4.13 ) drafts 
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. 1 . the user signs in and reads the available links. The user clicks the addition button 4,5.14 links: 

- link A window is displayed and the user enters the link and performs an addition. t add a new . 0 

tern stores the new link in the database. Then the sys 

l 

l 

Figure ( 4.14) links 

+6 navigation chart 
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Chapter 5 

System development 

• Introduction 

• Requirements 

• System Programming 

o systen testing 
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; j Introduction 

T
his chapter discusses the implementation phase at which . more technical details of this 

project, tools, physical equipment's, and environments for essential programs that are 

Required for developing and implementing the system 

5.2 requirements 

for completing the project a collection of software and equipment's were used. These 

Include the following: 

1.Windows XP 

Windows XP is most famous and used now that is support many requirements needed in this 

project. A supporting platform must be used, and windows XP is the best choice. 

2. Microsoft office 2010 

It is a complete package to facilitate the various work such as word processing and 

presentations, its include, Microsoft office word 2010, Microsoft office power point. 

3. PHP language · · 
PHP is considered to be a simple, opened, free, easy to learn language. It accomplishes a wide 

range of database functions and links net connections. In addition, PHP reinforces many 

Programming languages such as java and xml and it forms a wide and easily expanding cycle. 

The reason behind this is its simple formula which emulates C language in general. PHP needs a 

server of Apache type, which is also free and goes automatically with PHP. 

4. My sq] M d fi serious tasks' 
ysq] is . d d 1 b system that is use or 

· an exammed and approve a al vase 

llllplementations in large establishments around the world. .: . 
Jsais1% 5shiny a certain inquiry and providing® 

s own for the short time it needs for accomp isl ing a . ed to 
"sults.7,,,,, ,rthermore, My sql is consi0 

· his trait makes most programmers choose My sql. . d tern for be o . t f a compbcate sys 
ne of the most well-known, trustworthy databases. It consists O 
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tr
ollina as well as a limited privilege system for limiting database use , b.1. con! • . . . rs a 1lity to access the 
Another quality of My sql 1s that it is simple to use and is d • d fc . data. esigne or runrung large 

databases more quickly. 
; MySQL Workbench is a unified visual tool for database architects, developers, and DBAs. 
lA SQL Workbench provides data modeling, SQL development and h . My comprehensive 

administration tools for server configuration, user administration, backup, and much more. 
yySQL Workbench is available on Windows, Linux and Mac OS X. 

6
_ App Server: is a very important element since it provides the pages of the system with 

security and protection. 
7, NetBeans: A development integrated medium that is built on criteria. It is written injava. 

The NetBeans project consists of a development opened source medium with all qualifications. 

In addition, it includes a very rich basic system for the client's application that can be used as a 

general fence for constructing any kind of application. 

y-a=EST="=Hr; 3£8» · 

; . , 
l 

J 
J I 

5·3 System Programming . nroent The first has 
Th iffe it developing envrro . 

e system consists of two parts. Each uses a di eren ol panel and the 
Used N :. -bsite of the system, the contr . 

etBeans for constructing the special we si e : Afterwards, integrity' 
datab. ·d PHP for programnung. 

ase. The second part of the system has use 
bet. ras established. 

cen all the parts of the system and the database w 
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;4 system testing 
It is one of the most important phases in the development of the . 

. ) . . h ki system. Its importan 

(
systems' testmg 1s m c ec ng the reliability of all th . ce e parts of the system It checks 
% system achieves all the requirements and works accordin {;;,'' 3 Whether . . mg to what it is expected to do In . 
chapter, all the testing phases are discussed. · this 

System's testing operations: 

Testing operations which includes the following: 

1. system's form testing. 
2. Sub_system testing. 
3. System's integrity testing. 
4. System's acceptability testing. 

5. Stress testing. 

6. Performance testing. 

• System's form testing: 
During this phase, our team has tested all the models of the system. Every operation Was 

. - . - 
tested separately to make sure it operates accurately. In addition, our team has also 

repaired some models which didn't operate accurately. 
Examples of some operations that were tested: login operation. 

- The system asks for the user's name and password and security code. 

- Sig in operations is tested through the system' database. The user's own window is 

displayed. If the inputs are correct, the user's account will be operated by the system's 

administrator. Tf . d · · rrect the user is asked to 
:. any of the user's name or password or secunty co e is mco ' 

reenter the information and not allowed to sign in. 

» L ogin operation ~==:__........--~;----r-7 
Case 

Inputs Expected 

results 

Actual results Notes 
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g User's type: 

Login! 
administrator 

Cas© 
User's name: Correct data Goto Successful 
admin administrator login 
Password: admin page 

Security code:234 

User's type: login failure 

administrator due to 

Login User's name: Incorrect data Return to home incorrect 

Case admin page data 

Password: admin 
- 

Security code:212 
User's type: user 

User's name: user 

Login Password: Correct data Go to student's Successful 

Case 987654321 page login 

Security code :323 

User's type: user 
login failure 

Login user's name: user 
due to 

Case Password: Incorrect data Return to home incorrect 

98765432 
page data 

Security code :511 

Table 5.1 login operation 

• Sub-system testing 
Durr% .. 4, 3301 Be joined later, have been test©h 

S this phase, subdivisions of the system, which will J . kes 
Afterward . . . . th tem work with no nustak . 

S, it has been noticed that all subdivisions of + 1e syS 

Loo Sn tes ting 
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The user enters the user's name and password and . . · security code then clicks login. The data is 
{ested and the user is verified to be registered befo all .:. e ore owed to logm. But if the inputs are 
incorrect, a message that asks for a user's name, appears. 

• System integrity testing: 

After testing all the subdivisions separately they integrated t th Th · - . ' oge er. en, they are tested in 
order to make sure that the whole system works according to expectati: F '% ·ctations. 7or example, some of 

the sub- divisions that were tested are: 

Login testing 

. You have signed in as an administrator, a teacher or a student. 

The administrator's, teacher's or student's window. 

. Their own data adjustments 

• System acceptability testing: 

This phase explains the extent to which the system accomplishes the above requirem_ents. This is 

done through experimenting it with a group of users to see if it achieves the exact needs of the 

system which has been described in the requirements of the system description document: 

Furthermore, the subdivisions of the system are tested to make sure that they work together. 

Example of login process: 

Login page: 
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s , lll cr uca oncns.c 
~•nl rclauonshlp rnanag':'11 Pnlesttne pol)1ed,mc uni\ mity · . 

, . · home members stuff search login sign up 

Enter error user name: 

SRMin higher education case PPU 
. student relationship management Palestine polytechnic university . . 

_ home members.' stuff _ search login sign up 

i \ 
i_, . ----------------------·--·- ., I 

.l~~~ p_-1_~~~\.L!f~-- ,._, _ _ .... --· . -··· -· , .... , • - · - i 

-.-- ~-•- ·------- ··-·· - i 
! ·-- ·-· --------·-· -· -- 
security code 
iii ------·----- ---- -- -- --- - ----··' -· 1 

•• l 

1 
.. -- .. -- ..... 

: 
- ! 

Enter error security code: 
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• SRl\fin h1ghercciluc:iuon ens,: PPU 
,-tiidi:nlfl'lation>hip m:inag=t Polr,.tinc pol)1cchn,c un1>mrty • · . 

• ~ • I , . . . • • 
• · , home · mcmbm stuff scan:h lo• . 
• " 1' • • 11. r:m SlgD up 

······•·-·-· .... ---- 

111.\: l n:;u•...: ,-···-------·--·---·----·--·--·--------. 
i 

:iir..!_r-~\,~.i..,;:J -- -----·------·--··-----·-·---·i 
L ···:-· --- ! 
iii 

All nights reserved D 2013 

Enter correct infom1ation: 

:\lain :\Ienu 

.. · ..... · .. """"t1· 
') . . N 

i ~:: . . 

~-;'; 
y 

!/;~ 
Profile 

communication management 

inbm: 

ne,,· massage 

Sent massage 

draft 

ad,•ertisement management 

i 

l 
I 
5 
! 

, . 
-: ·-;_, 

A 
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• Stress testing : 

is a form of deliberately intense or thorough testing used to determine the stability of a given 
system or entity and to test stable operation of a part or system outside standard usage. 

. • performance testing: 
is in general testing performed to determine how a system performs in terms of responsiveness 
d stability under a particular workload. It can also serve to investigate, measure, validate or an 

verify other quality attributes of the system, such as scalability, reliability and resource usage. 
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Chapter 6 

System operation 

• Introduction 

• Relay the system 

• System maintenance 
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6.1 Introduction: 

After the completion of development and testing the system it becomes :li ible ik ' s en1gt e to ta e a place 

l·n the work in real environment. As known the user does not have the • d d , expenence an a equate 
information about a new introduced program or software. Developer and programmer must 

provide users with needed steps information and guidance for deployment and maintaining the 

system. This chapter clarifies necessary operations to relay and maintain the system. 

6.2 relay the system 

After ensuring that the working environment includes all the working elements mentioned in the 

third chapter above, and making sure it works properly, the website was published through the 

domain that the team members will be reserved. The website, www.srm.com, was worked upon 

to provide the requirements requested from it. 

6.3 system maintenance 

MySql maintenance: 

The database of the system is considered its main element. The database contains the special 
· · · t · c. t· n Therefore it is essential to tables of the system, which contain very important 1ntormatuon. ° 

maintain the confidentiality of the data through giving every user a user's name, a password and 
. h bs t After verifying the sign in data, 

a security number while communicating through t e we si e. 

the user is able to sign in MySql. 

App server maintenance: 
. . h a es of the system with security 

App Server is a very important element since it provides the pag€ gt 
. ust be verified. In addition, the server mus 

and protection. Therefore, App Server concoctions m 

Work efficiently. 

Adjustment and Addition Maintenance: 
with time. Thus, it must be able to assimilate 

The system needs adjustment and development . and the database 
such.,, ted results. The efficiency 

CI improvement without making any unwan 
Infom.s ed th defect ation must also be maintaine witl no 
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Development Maintenance: 

periodical reports must be obtained from the system's users in order to adjust the system to suit 
the changing needs of the users. 

Backup Policy: 

Through the process of adjusting the system, some errors in the system or the database might 

sometimes occur. These errors might cause the system to stop. In order to avoid this problem, all 

the information in the database of the system is backed up and saved. A CD must be 

constructed for recovering the system when a defect is detected. This process must be done 

periodically. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusion 

• Introduction 

• Conclusion 

• Recommendation and future work 
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7.1 introduction 

After finishing the development of the student relationship m . . anagement system, the project team 
was able to accomplish the desired goals of the system. The rec ··ed fur 5 · quire inctions were successfully 
accomplished and the team arrived at several recommendations th t h 1 . a e P to mcrease the 
efficiency of the system in the future. 

7 .2 conclusion 

1. Implementing this system saves the time and effort of its users through the simplicity of 

communication among students and their teachers and their ability to control their 

personal pages. 

2. Through this system, the service level increases as the students feel comfortable when 

using the site. 

3. The electronic website has been established. 

4. The system's response speed and simplicity helped to achieve most of the teachers and 

students' needs. 
5. This system enables the person in authority to perform the various acts of addition, 

deleting or modifying the registered students or teachers' information. 

7.3 Recommendation and future work 

l. We recommend the actual implementation of this system at college. 

2 
. . . . · 1 d 11 fields in the future is advised. . The possibility of developing the system to include a 

h 
d how to use it is also important. 

3. Holding a lecture to inform the users about t e system an 

4. Developing the system to be applied on the phone. 

5 b bt . d through allowing the users to 
· Increasing the efficiency of the system can e o\ amne 

evaluate the site. 
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